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Not only has it been scienti"cally proven that urban gardens, woodlands and

parks reduce depression, in a study by the University of Leeds

(https://leaf.leeds.ac.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2015/10/LEAF_bene"ts_of_urban_green_space_2015_upd.pdf)

for example, they are immensely valuable for preserving the environment.

Urban gardens and vertical farms are starting to pop up all over the world, as the

UN predicts 68% of the world population will live in towns and cities by 2050.

With the building of ‘urban forests’ around Paris, in a bid to decrease air pollution,

and Singapore confronting the food crisis with sky farms and lab-grown shrimp

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/05/30/singapore-confronts-food-

crisis-with-sky-farms-and-lab-grown-shrimp), the trend is catching on.

Read more | The garden that hasn't been watered in decades

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/07/25/this-garden-hasn-t-been-

watered-in-decades-but-it-s-thriving-in-the-heatwave)

When it comes to green architecture, the results are stunning. But what makes a

building sustainable? It's all about minimising the environmental impact of the

structure. This could be through energy e#ciency, eco-friendly materials or a

deliberate awareness of its surroundings, aiming to conserve the biodiversity of

the area.

Check out these extraordinary
sustainable builds
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1. Architect Chris Precht (https://www.precht.at/about-2/) has designed the

Toronto Tree Tower (https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/03/12/those-are-

buildings-that-people-care-about), a proposed residential block made from

timber, incorporating staggered walls with plants and trees sprouting from the

generous balconies.The second image is of Precht's Yin & Yang house, with

gardens on its interlocking roof, near the German city of Kassel. It is completely

self-su#cient.

We spoke to the man himself who told us a little about the emotional aspect to

his work and the ways in which he aims to stimulate the senses through his

architecture. Chris Precht:

“Cities of tomorrow will be driven by data collection and surveillance. We will

have much more information in the future. We will know more. But the question

will also be how we can feel more. Knowledge for smart cities will be important,

but so is consciousness, emotions and our senses."

"We will achieve that by a connection to nature and integration of plants.

Buildings with ecological materials we want to touch. Integrated gardens we can

smell and eat. And buildings we can hear because bees and birds nest in them.

Sensible buildings that make us feel alive. That’s my dream of the future.”

Toronto Tower, Canada - Studio Precht (https://www.precht.at/toronto-tree-tower/)
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2.Architecture !rm WOHA (https://www.woha.net/) is a Singapore-based

practice founded by Wong Mun Summ and Richard Hassell in 1994. They have

built world-renowned green buildings, such as the Park Royal Hotel Pickering in

Singapore, which features curved high rise gardens, re!ecting pools, waterfalls

and green walls.

3.Stefan Mantu (http://www.engra".ro/) of Engra$, based in Bucharest,

Romania, has designed an idea for an 'O$ The Grid O#ce' to "illustrate our

constant need of bonding with nature", he says in his own words

(https://www.ronenbekerman.com/showcase/o$-the-grid-o#ce-by-stefan-

mantu/). Manu refers to the design as an Exterior Interior, a term he seems to

have coined himself.

We spoke to Stefan himself who told us a little more about the inspiration

behind his architectural work. He said:

"Green architecture is a topic of high importance for all of us, as it should be

considered one of the vital steps towards a sustainable development for our

existing society. O$ the Grid O#ce is a concept project which communicates that

functional spaces should sustain and respect the balance between people and

the place these are built on."

Yin & Yang House, Germany - Christ Precht, Penda (https://www.precht.at/yinyang-house/)

Park Royal Hotel Pickering, Singapore - WOHA, photo by Patrick Bingham-Hall
(https://www.woha.net/)
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"What are the most important elements of comfort when you design a human

habitat? Air, light, sound. O$ the Grid O#ce was developed around the idea that

any kind of human environment should be integrated in the existing natural

environment, because it already o$ers perks that we normally try to reproduce

through arti"cial materials."

4.PAZ Arquitectura (http://pazarquitectura.com/) created the Corallo House

project in Santa Rosalía, Guatemala, which spans 8,040 square feet (or 747 square

metres) and uses heat-repelling concrete foundation built around trees, made

from recycled materials. The architect wanted the existing trees in the area to

interact with the living space.

5.X-architecture (https://x-architecture.co.uk/project/shilda/) is a British

cross-disciplinary "rm with o#ces in London and Tbilisi. They have built an

extraordinary winery in Kakheti, Georgia, called Shilda. The form is a 'considered

response to the environmental factors of the area and the qualities of the wine',

according to the company website. The building is quite literally embedded

within the landscape of the vineyards, making it barely noticeable from a birds

eye view. What's more, the thermal mass of the soil is used to optimise the

cooling of the building, and most of the facade is facing towards the north to

avoid direct solar gain, reducing energy waste.

O$ The Grid O#ce - Stefan Mantu, Engra$ Studio (http://www.engra$.ro/)

Corralo House, Guatemala - PAZ Arquitectura (http://pazarquitectura.com/)
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PRINCE HARRY PLANS A 'MAXIMUM'
(/LIVING/2019/07/31/PRINCE-HARRY-

Prince Harry reveals he and wife Meghan are

planning a 'maximum' of two children to help

preserve the world's resources in interview

(/living/2019/07/31/prince-harry-

plans-a-maximum-of-two-children-to-help-
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FINNAIR BRINGS LOW CARBON
BIOFUEL
(/LIVING/2019/08/07/FINNAIR-
BRINGS-LOW-CARBON-BIOFUEL-TO-
LONG-HAUL-FLIGHTS)

It is funded by an initiative allowing

passengers to donate towards biofuel - which

can cost "ve times more than regular jet fuel.

(/living/2019/08/07/"nnair-brings-low-

carbon-biofuel-to-long-haul-!ights)
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GOOGLE PLEDGES TO MAKE ALL
HARDWARE
(/LIVING/2019/08/07/GOOGLE-
PLEDGES-TO-MAKE-ALL-
HARDWARE-FROM-RECYCLED-
MATERIALS-IN-3-YEARS)
The tech giant is taking a leap of faith into the

world of sustainability, with three pledges to

integrate ethics into the brand.

(/living/2019/08/07/google-pledges-to-

make-all-hardware-from-recycled-materials-

in-3-years)
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TESLA-RUN PORSCHE 912 PROVES
VINTAGE (/LIVING/2019/08/05/TESLA-
RUN-PORSCHE-912-PROVES-
VINTAGE-CARS-CAN-BE-
CONVERTED-TO-ELECTRIC)
Classic cars meet electric engines in the new

retro-electric trend sweeping the automotive

industry. (/living/2019/08/05/tesla-run-

porsche-912-proves-vintage-cars-can-be-

converted-to-electric)
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FROM JETS TO YACHTS: IS GOOGLE'S
(/LIVING/2019/08/01/IS-TRAVELLING-
TO-GOOGLE-CLIMATE-CHANGE-
CONFERENCE-BY-PRIVATE-JET-
HYPOCRITICAL)

The most exclusive event on the A-list

calendar centred around environmental

concerns this year. But were they missing

something? 

travelling-to-google-climate-change-

conference-by-private-jet-hypocritical)

(/living/2019/08/01/is-travelling-to-

google-climate-change-conference-

by-private-jet-hypocritical)
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POPULAR IN THE COMMUNITY

OrangeCandy
30 Jul

This is good. It helps to gather up the
plastic so the populace won't see it.
But where does the plastic go from

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/07/30/rome-

Maria Ashot
6d

Ethiopia has set a good example. We
should all be emulating them. Don't
wait for permission! Even if you don't

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/08/02/ethiopia-

PurplePuzzle
1 Aug

No thanks, I am taking a plane.

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/07/31/59-

PurpleLamp
1 Aug

It is so disappointing because these
activists who supposedly care
couldn't even bother to decrease

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/08/01/is-

BlueFan
3d

Where are the European companies
o!ering similar services?I'd also like to
read about space/weight

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2019/08/05/tesla-

ROME IS OFFERING CREDIT ON ETHIOPIA BREAKS WORLD RECORD PLANE SHAMING IS REAL: 5 PEOPLE IS TRAVELLING TO GOOGLE’S TESLA-RUN PORSCHE 912 PROVES
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